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SiteCapture is an
application that
enables you to
take screenshots
from multiple
websites at the
same time and
save them to the
local disk. It
features a few
advanced
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Requirements,
installation and
interface Setting
up this tool takes
minimal time and
effort, since there
are no unfamiliar
options or third-
party offers
involved.
However,.NET
Framework must
be installed to be
able to launch it,
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developed with its
help. It's wrapped
in a user-friendly
interface made
from a large
window with a
simple design and
layout. Create
multiple tasks to
take website
snapshots New
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with the output
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properties, or
remove any entry
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change your
mind. As far as
general settings
are concerned,
you can set the
default saving
directory on the
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SiteCapture to the
systray, ask it to
show the image
preview after
capture and to
maximize the
preview window,
or to save after
the capture to the
default folder
previously
indicated.
Evaluation and
conclusion Images
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throughout its
runtime, without
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errors. It's
possible to use
the program in
either a normal
mode or as a
stand-alone
capture device;
it's advisable to
install it on a
stand-alone PC to
get the whole
functionality.
SiteCapture didn't
produce any
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although we can't
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the program won't
work well without
any issues. As far
as website
screenshot taking
is concerned, it
features a full set
of its options,
providing a full-
featured
screenshot tool
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that can be used
with ease. Give
SiteCapture a try
SiteCapture
Overview General,
user interface and
final thoughts
We've reviewed
SiteCapture for
Windows XP (SP3)
and Vista (SP1).
The program is a
screen capture
software that
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comes with an
easy-to-use
interface and a
full set of options.
The program
allows you to take
screenshots from
multiple websites
at the same time
and save them to
the local disk. The
application
consists of a list of

What's New In?
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A simple
application that
enables you to
easily grab
screenshots of
multiple websites
at the same time.
It has a large
window design,
with many useful
options and
settings and a
simple interface.
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It has lots of
options to make
screenshots of
webpages. The
new SiteCapture
4.3 version of our
website screen
capture program
now has many
new features and
enhancements.
This update allows
users to choose
any of the images
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SiteCapture 3.7.2
is a small program
designed to
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enable you to
screen capture
websites and save
them to your local
drive. The
program has
many new
features and
options to allow
users to manage
the capture with a
lot of flexibility.
Key Features: -
Edit screen shots -
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Add, remove, and
rename photos -
Choose the web
camera for each
capture - Add
timestamps for
each capture - P...
SiteCapture 3.8.2
is a small program
designed to
enable you to
screen capture
websites and save
them to your local
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drive. The
program has
many new
features and
options to allow
users to manage
the capture with a
lot of flexibility.
Key Features: -
Edit screen shots -
Add, remove, and
rename photos -
Choose the web
camera for each
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capture - Add
timestamps for
each capture - P...
SiteCapture 3.4.0
is a small program
designed to
enable you to
screen capture
websites and save
them to your local
drive. The
program has
many new
features and
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options to allow
users to manage
the capture with a
lot of flexibility.
Key Features: -
View captured
photos
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System Requirements:

Requires Mac OS
X 10.3 or later.
Contains 16bit
music and wave
data. Sets music
and sound to
16bit. Note: The
Mac OS X system
requirements are
also applicable to
the Macintosh
version. WinNTSC
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version WinNTSC
Version: WinNTSC
System
Requirements:
Windows 95 or
later. 4 MB free
disk space 20 MB
free disk space
Requires 640x400
resolution.
Soundcard with
support for D
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